Through Years of
Litigation With State
and DMV Over Fatal
Accident, PSEG Driver
Fights to Clear His
Name
The last five years of criminal and civil legal battles for PSEG
worker Michael Pepe, which began after a 2014 head-on crash
with a car whose driver was tragically killed, “has been a
process for him, because obviously he had to deal with the
tragic accident itself," and “he’s had the possible results of the
legal process hanging over his head at every stage,” said his
lawyer, Donna Aldea.
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About two months after Michael Pepe was cleared of criminal charges tied to
a fatal car accident in which his truck hit another driver head-on, he had to
appear at what is commonly known as a Department of Motor Vehicles fatality
hearing.
The hearing, and its looming result, meant that the travails for the then-55year-old Pepe, including a serious threat to his livelihood as a PSEG worker
who must drive to sites, were not over. He could easily lose his driver’s
license or face other serious DMV penalties, his lawyers had warned him.
The scale of Pepe’s pain and the anxiety couldn’t begin to compare to the
tragedy that had struck the family of accident victim Barbara Tocci. For Pepe,
though, he’d argued from the start that he was not responsible for her death.
And while the criminal charges he’d faced were ultimately dismissed—the

most serious one outright, two lesser ones after he performed community
service— it was the DMV process and what an agency judge said about his
responsibility for the accident, along with the appeals it sparked, that would
last for years.
In December 2016, just a few months after the criminal process ended, Pepe
received the news that his lawyers at Barket Epstein Kearon Aldea & LoTurco
recall today impacted him severely: A DMV administrative law judge ruled that
his driving privileges would be stripped for half a year, meaning that his job
would almost certainly be lost. And the judge indicated in writing that he was
culpable in Tocci’s death.
It was a moment in the DMV process, the attorneys told the Law Journal in
interviews, when many clients will fold and simply accept the finding, and
choose to save their money rather than continue to pay lawyer fees in an
often long-shot effort to overturn the ruling.
But not Pepe, said Donna Aldea, a Barket Epstein partner in Garden City and
head of the litigation boutique’s appellate practice. The PSEG power line
worker was “confident he would fight it,” she recalled—he was distraught but
also optimistic and intent on clearing his name.
Now, years later and because of an Appellate Division, Second
Department decision issued late last month, Pepe has been cleared of
wrongdoing at the DMV level. The court took the rare step of overturning a
DMV administrative appeals board that affirmed the administrative law judge’s
written ruling.
In addition, as a result of the reversal, Pepe’s driving privileges, which he’d
managed to hold on to through the years because of multiple Barket Epsteinwon legal stays, are restored.

Reached for comment Tuesday, Philip Tocci, Barbara’s father, said that the
Tocci family still believes Pepe bears responsibility for Barbara’s death. The
lawyer for Barbara Tocci’s estate declined to comment for this report. In 2015,
Susan Tocci, Barbara’s sister, reportedly said outside of a criminal courtroom
that she was “relieved to see the district attorney has finally made a move on
this case” and brought charges, and that “the evidence [against Pepe] was
there the whole time.”
Pepe, on learning of last month’s Second Department decision, was excited
and “incredibly relieved and overjoyed at the fact that all this is finally over,
and that his job is secure, his livelihood is secure,” Aldea said in an interview.
Then she said that the last five years of criminal and civil legal battles for
Pepe, which began after a 2014 crash with Tocci’s car as both drove along a
wet, pothole-ridden road, “has been a process for him, because obviously he
had to deal with the tragic accident itself.”
And “he’s had the possible results of the legal process hanging over his head
at every stage,” she said.
The state Attorney General’s Office, which represented the DMV before the
Second Department and throughout parts of an elongated legal process in
which Pepe sought to overcome DMV rulings, referred the Law Journal to the
DMV for comment.
DMV spokeswoman Lisa Koumjian said in an email only that the agency was
reviewing the Second Department’s Aug. 28 decision. She did not comment
more broadly on Pepe’s case, and did not respond to a specific question
about whether the DMV may seek leave to appeal the decision.

In its ruling, the Second Department overturned the DMV’s findings in Pepe’s
case, writing in a terse opinion, “Here, the determination [by Administrative
Law Judge Andrew Girdhari] that the petitioner [Pepe] violated Vehicle and
Traffic Law § 1180(a) is not supported by substantial evidence.
“There is no evidence to support the determination that [Pepe] operated his
vehicle at a speed greater than reasonable and prudent under the
circumstances,” a unanimous four-justice panel continued, and “there was no
evidence to show that [Pepe]’s speed contributed to the accident or that [his]
vehicle would not have been damaged by the pothole [in the road] had [he]
been traveling at a lesser rate of speed.”
It took Pepe, and a three-lawyer Barket Epstein team—Aldea, name partner
Steven Epstein, and senior associate Alexander Klein—years, and layers of
litigation, to reach that result.
The string of events began, according to news reports and Barket Epstein,
around 7:57 a.m. on Jan. 16, 2014. That’s when a PSEG utility truck driven by
Pepe crossed two southbound lanes of traffic on Flanders Road (also known
as Route 24) in the town of Southampton and smashed into a 2000 Ford
Explorer being driven north by Tocci.
Tocci, 47 and from Hampton Bays, died at the scene. Still, Pepe was not
expected to have criminal charges filed against him, police said at the time,
according to news reports. He also was not issued any traffic tickets,
according to a DMV appeals board decision issued years later.
Moreover, said news reports, Southampton Town police at some point in 2014
said that potholes on Flanders Road had played a role in the crash. And the
state later repaved parts of the road, according to reports.

Nevertheless, about a year after the crash, Pepe was charged with criminally
negligent homicide, reckless driving and use of a portable electronic device
while driving, according to news reports and Epstein of Barket Epstein.
Plus, as part of the case, the Suffolk County District Attorney’s Office alleged
that Pepe had been having an extended text message conversation while
driving, shortly before the crash.
Pepe’s defense, said Epstein, who handled it, was fairly straightforward:
Flanders Road was notoriously riddled with potholes, and on Jan. 16, 2014,
Pepe’s truck, while traveling two miles an hour under the posted 55 mph
speed limit, struck one. In turn, his truck’s vital, direction-maintaining U-Bolt
broke—after which loss of control happens with any vehicle—meaning that
Pepe could no longer steer or maneuver the truck in any way.
“He would turn the wheel of the car, but the tires wouldn’t budge,” Epstein told
the Law Journal, “and he described the sensation he felt as ‘floating.’”
Pepe also maintained that he hadn’t been texting just before or during the
time of the accident.
Later in 2015, when Suffolk County Supreme Court Justice Fernando
Camacho dismissed the most serious charge brought against Pepe, criminally
negligent homicide, the judge noted that Pepe’s final outgoing text was at 7:52
a.m., which was five minutes before the first 911 call reported the crash, news
reports said.
And by 2016, the other, lesser criminal charges Pepe faced were dismissed
as well, although he and his lawyers agreed that he would complete 140
hours of community service by participating in anti-distracted-driving efforts in
exchange for the charges being dropped.

Pepe said in a statement at the time, according to his lawyers, who shared it
with the Law Journal: “There is not a day that goes by that I don’t think about
Barbara Tocci. I pray for her soul and her family, and hope for healing. I think
about Barbara every time I get in the car and during the course of every
drive.” The statement remains true today, the lawyers said.
But after the criminal case, the DMV fatality—or “fatal case”—hearing, now set
for Nov. 30, 2016, still loomed. There were positive signs, recalled Epstein.
For one, no law enforcement officers appeared. And also the trial lawyer
elicited strong testimony from Steve Rickard, an accident scene
reconstruction expert, who said that the accident was clearly caused by the
utility truck hitting the pothole and its U-Bolt breaking.
Nevertheless, on Dec. 28, 2016, Girdhari wrote that “such [pothole] conditions
of the roadway should have alerted the Respondent [Pepe] to the actual and
potential hazards that existed.”
Moreover, the judge wrote, “Even if I accept Mr. Rickard’s testimony that the
vehicle [Pepe] was driving broke its U-Bolt as a result of hitting the pothole …
such does not excuse [Pepe’s] poor judgment of speed on a hazardous
roadway prior to hitting” Tocci’s vehicle. Therefore, said Girdhari, Pepe
“violated Section 1180(a), of the [state] Vehicle and Traffic Law, in operating
the vehicle at a speed greater than is reasonable and prudent under the
conditions considering the actual and potential hazards that existed.”
Deeply distressed by the decision, especially by its faulting him for “poor
judgment … on a hazardous roadway,” Pepe agreed to gear up first for the
mandatory next-step appeal to the DMV’s administrative appeals board.
The DMV board, though, in a July 25, 2017, decision, affirmed Girdhari’s
ruling, writing in part that “the testimony of the witnesses summarized above,

together with the documentary evidence was sufficient to support all of the
findings” by Girdhari. The board also wrote that the half-year licensesuspension penalty “does not shock one’s sense of fairness, especially since
the motorist [Tocci] died from her injuries.”
Still, Pepe decided to plow on, paying his legal fees while still aiming to upend
the DMV’s decisions. The lawyers filed a CPLR Article 78 petition in Suffolk
County Supreme Court.
The case went to Justice John Rouse, who considered it for many months and
who, according to Klein, “had clearly done his homework” on it. But in January
2018, Rouse transferred the matter to the Second Department without ruling
on its merits.
After briefing and argument before the Second Department, said Aldea, panel
Justices Reinaldo Rivera, Colleen Duffy, Francesca Connolly and Angela
Iannacci delivered an opinion that was in favor of Pepe.
“There was no evidence to show that [Pepe's 53 mph] speed contributed to
the accident or that the vehicle would not have been damaged by the pothole
had the petitioner been traveling at a lesser rate of speed,” the justices wrote.
For Klein, such a statement from the panel cut to the core of the matter, he
said.
“Nobody throughout the entire history of this litigation … has ever identified a
speed at which this tragedy would not have transpired,” Klein told the Law
Journal, adding that Pepe “had the misfortune to be in this particular car, on
this particular road, at this particular time.”
Aldea said of the lengthy Article 78 appellate process that petitions seeking to
overturn a government administrative ruling “are rarely granted, because the

standard of review is really so high. It’s a difficult burden to prove that there
was no support for the ALJ’s determination.”
Meanwhile, said Epstein, who’s been handling traffic and motorist-based
cases for 27 years, “I think the ALJ looked at the case, as seems to be
common in fatality hearings, and saw that somebody died and decided that
there has to be [a] penalty.”
“And that’s not right,” he said, “because sometimes the death is the result of
an unfortunate accident.”
Lastly, the litigator pointed to Pepe’s resolve in pushing through years of
litigation in order to reach the Second Department ruling and said of the
administrative rulings, “It was wrong,” and “it was his career and his livelihood
on the line.”
“But the sad part,” he went on, “is that for every Michael Pepe, there are
perhaps a thousand other motorists who don’t have the resources to take on
the Department of the Motor Vehicles and the ALJ, and instead sacrifice their
career or livelihood” when they decide that going through years of litigation
and expense just isn’t worth it.

